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Question 

How can I create a good 
solution to the problem in 
which your bedsheet shifts 
off your mattress? 
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Purpose

The purpose of this project is to create 
a solution to the problem in which your 
bedsheet shifts off your mattress.
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If I tie a knot at the end 
of the bedsheet, use 
paper clips and rubber 
bands, and safety pins, 
then safety pins will be 
the best technique to 
secure my bedsheet to 
my matress. 

Hypothesis
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Materials

 

1. Paperclip
2. Safety pin
3. rubberband  
4. Bed sheet
5. Mattress
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Procedures

 

1. Attach a rubber band to two paper clips
2. attach the paperclips to the bedsheet and 

to the bottom of your mattress
3. Secure 2-3 safety pins to the edge of your 

bedsheet and to the bottom of your 
mattress

4. Tie a knot at the edge of your bedsheet, 
where it shifts off your mattress

5. Observe which method works best to keep 
your bedsheet on your mattress
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Experiment Data

Graph: 
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Research
Before fitted bed sheets were 
invented, people used to tie knots at 
the end of their bedsheets to secure it 
to their mattress. Now people are 
allowed to use those bedsheets and if 
they don’t have any, they can use other 
more common materials that may seem 
to work, like safety pins that are used 
for more security. Rubber bands and 
paper clips are both used to secure 
things like paper, hence the name, and 
cords, but with the stretchy material 
of the rubberband, it might work while 
working with a bed sheet and a 
mattress.   
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Conclusion
This projects results were quite interesting. 
The best method to use to keep your mattress 
from shifting off your mattress was the safety 
pins. They provided security and they are 
durable and sustainable. Tying a knot wasn't so 
good because it moved a lot over the night. The 
knot still remained there in the morning the 
bed sheet shifted a lot. The rubber bands 
attached to paperclips weren’t the greatest 
but it was better than the knot. 
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What will I 
do next?
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Next year I will try 
to keep both sides 
of my pillow cold. 



The purpose of this project was to find what method 
worked best while trying to keep your bed sheet 
shifting off your mattress. My hypothesis was, “If I tie 
a knot at the end of the bedsheet, use paper clips 
and rubber bands, and safety pins, then safety pins 
will be the best technique to secure my bedsheet to 
my mattress.”

 I used a rubber band attached to two paper clips, 
safety pins, and I tied a knot at the end of the bed 
sheet.

 I used each method at separate times and slept in that 
bed for a night. In the morning I checked to see the 
results.

 In my research, tying knots seemed to have the best 
results but safety pins were the most stable and 
helped the most. There were slight shifts of the bed 
sheets while using it, but it was minor. Tying a knot 
didn't work well at all. There were big shifts, and the 
rubberband with paper clips were a good solution, 
having more shifts than the paper clips but less than 
tying a knot, coming in a close second.  
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Abstract


